
SPHERES OF INFLUENCE

Chiropractic Associate (shares office)

Spinal adjustment
(focus on back and neck pain)

Intellibed 
(potential)

Movement coaching (ie, exercise - potential)
- can bill this to insurance but patients often 
  push back (lazy)
- right now often just point to online exercise 
  videos
- would need to renovate office but possible
   to have enough room 

Overriding Values: 
- teamwork, 
- collaboration, 
- evidence-based but open
- methodologies - protocol
“PACT”: 
- protocol
- affordability
- connectivity
- technology

piloting - will answer
calls, sched appts on off 
hours, answer ins.questions;
call script/ tree for new vs
current patients; e-mail Nancy

patient will use 
to look up info
only after heard
about MLC; 
SEO not 
generating traffic

General health
supplements

- short term, as needed, related
to sleep and inflammation

- thinks signature packages
for cash is the main way to be profitable
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most common referral source

- spouses often
complain to doctor,
- tell the truth about
symptoms and diet, 
- facilitate insurance

- complex relationship: collaborators
but somewhat competitive
- might get more referrals

if send more reports
(initial, progress,

discharge)

- unsure whether
to give them total

power over
primary care
since there is

overlap
- most primary

care do not
want to deal

with back pain

- insurance won’t
cover maintenance

care so can’t mention
in report

- sometimes MLC does it for 15 minutes
- usually refer only when patient asks - only provider

he knows comes into home which isn’t ideal (no office),
so only 10% follow through

- considering for case managment, but again, not sure of 
competitive overlap

- somewhat territorial but provide mutual vacation coverage
- would like to do monthly professional roundtable, ie,
“case of the month”

- patient can
research to see

if licensed

- some 
referrals

but distance
issue

- hard to maintain
- give referrals to pain mgmt docs, 
never get referrals back

Vendors

- testing company - test pinched nerve

- elderly, not tech-savvy
- doesn’t triage or have adequate

knowledge of techniques
- a feeling that she’s not firm enough with

  patients in scheduling full initial treatments
- does reminder calls but considering

using text instead
- birthday postcards

adds credibility, 
offsets costs

sometimes
finds provider

through directory

Offerings:
Conflicts:
- patients don’t like to 
book all initial treatment 
appts at once 
- doc gets bored after 
7 visits - likes to solve 
problems - on the
other hand, says doesn’t 
want just “quick back 
crack” visit

MLC Chiropractic 

Shoe Orthotics (+ other DME)
- back braces, lifting belts

- freezes

Extremity work Fibromyalgia
treatment


